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The Key Principles Vol. 15 Number of Chapters 20Chapter 1: 3-woods Off the Fairway Chapter

2: Club Head Speed Chapter 3: Different Lies in a Bunker Chapter 4: Tight Lies Around the

Green Chapter 5: 40- to 50-Yard Shots Chapter 6: Over Trees Chapter 7: Wet Sand Chapter 8:

High Wedge Shots Chapter 9: Lob Wedge Chapter 10: Low Wedge Shots Chapter 11: Fairway

Bunkers Chapter 12: More Greens in Regulation Chapter 13: Wedges into Firm Greens

Chapter 14: Wedges into Soft Greens Chapter 15: Shot Accuracy Chapter 16: Keys to Improve

Chapter 17: Lower Your Handicap by Improving Your Fitness Chapter 18: Make Golf More

Enjoyable Chapter 19: Make Practice Fun Chapter 20: Distance ControlGolf is a sport that's

often perceived as being difficult and requiring much skill, but professional players and

instructors know there are certain key principles that will greatly benefit the game of any player.

This guide dives into those principles, so you the Golfer can identify and improve problem

areas in both your long and short game.In this book, PGA teaching pros take you step-by-step

through each principle, explaining in detail how to apply each one to the improvement of your

game... with insightful suggestions, drills and helpful photos/illustrations.Golf is a challenging

sport that can be played by people of all ages and abilities, but the golf swing can be tough to

master. It is normal to have some aspect of your swing that needs work, nearly everyone does.

Just by making a few adjustments, you can make significant changes to your swing path,

lengthen or strengthen your drive, improve shot accuracy, and so much more.
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Key Principles VOL 15Golf is a sport that's often perceived as being difficult and requiring

much skill, but professional players and instructors know there are certain clear solutions that

will greatly benefit the game of any player.This guide dives into those solutions, so you the

Golfer can identify, and improve problem areas in both your long and short game.In this book,

PGA teaching pros take you step-by-step through each solution, explaining in detail how to

apply each one to the improvement of your game... with insightful suggestions, drills, and

helpful photos/illustrations.Golf is a challenging sport that can be played by people of all ages

and abilities, but the golf swing can be tough to master. It is normal to have some aspect of

your swing that needs work, nearly everyone does. Just by making a few adjustments, you can

make significant changes to your swing path, lengthen or strengthen your drive, improve shot

accuracy, and so much more.%Æ%Æ%ÆCopyright: All content found here is original work exclusive to

Thomas Golf Inc. and is strictly protected. No portion of any chapter may be used or re-

published by another party.%Æ%Æ%ÆAcknowledgmentsThomas Golf Inc."The Most Accurate Clubs On

Earth!" Premium Golf Equipment with Patented Shot Accuracy Technology and Guaranteed

Custom Fitting and Performance.%Æ%Æ%ÆIf you rather learn about the game through video rather than

written content? No problem! has a wide range of videos (over 10,000) for you to view.%Æ%Æ%ÆChapter

1:Fairway woods can be a great weapon. They give you the maximum distance when hitting

second shots on par 5s, and an opportunity to reach long par 3s and par 4s in regulation.

They're also pretty easy to hit.Still, many golfers struggle to consistently make solid contact

with fairway woods, particularly the 3-wood. This makes sense as it's the longest and least-

lofted of the bunch, which just makes proper form more critical.When hitting the 3-wood off the

fairway, many golfers dip down in an attempt to “dig” the ball off the turf. Others do the

opposite, lifting as they swing through while trying to pick the ball cleanly. What you really want

is to maintain the level of your upper body by keeping the spine angle or posture uniform

throughout.There's no need to hit down sharply or lift the ball on a 3-wood shot. A slight

downward blow or a level, sweeping clubhead path work just fine. Both require a stable

spine.The idea is to simply rotate the body around your backbone on the backswing,

downswing, and follow-through. The head should stay relatively level – not dipping down or

rising up – when done correctly.Eight-time major champion Tom Watson's swing is a model of

spine angle consistency. Watch this video to learn the drill he uses in practice.How to Fix Bad

Three-Wood Shots Off FairwayOne of the best features of a three wood is the versatility that it

brings to your game. Of course, you already know that you can play a three wood from the tee,

but you can also use one from the fairway, from the light rough, and even from around the

green to produce a basic chip and run shot.Once you are comfortable with the many different

shots that you can hit with your three wood, you will find that it becomes one of your go-to

options as you make your way around the course. You always want to have options for the

various shots you face during a round of golf, and knowing how to use your three wood



properly is a big advantage over some of your amateur competition.Unfortunately, many

amateurs have trouble producing good three wood shots from the fairway. When the ball is

sitting down directly on the turf, you have to make a clean strike at impact to get the ball up into

the air successfully – and that clean strike is often easier said than done.There isn't much

margin for error on this kind of shot, as you need to be more precise than is required when

playing from the tee. You shouldn't be 'afraid' of this shot, but you should respect it and

understand that it is going to take preparation and solid execution if you are to see quality

results time after time.It is important to teach yourself how to hit good three wood shots from

the fairway because this is a shot that comes up on a somewhat regular basis for the amateur

player. You may need to hit your three wood from the turf for a second shot on a par five, or

even a long par four.When a situation does arise that calls for this shot, there should be no

hesitation in the back of your mind – you should know that you are capable of hitting the shot

successfully, and you should be confident when the club comes out of your bag. Confidence is

always important in golf, and that is certainly the case with this shot.In the chapter below, we

are going to look at some tips and tricks for quickly improving the quality of your ball striking

when playing a three wood from the fairway. These tips are not going to amount to a total swing

overhaul, as that should not be necessary at this time. Instead, if you can simply make a few

basic adjustments to both your setup and swing when this shot is at hand, you should be able

to find success.Obviously, simply reading these tips is not going to be enough to improve your

performance – you are going to need to get out on the driving range to test them out for

yourself. It is the combination of useful instruction and plenty of practice that should allow you

to be successful in the long run.All of the instruction below is based on a right-handed golfer. If

you happen to play left-handed, please take a moment to reverse the directions as

necessary.Common ProblemsBefore looking at the potential solutions to your issues with this

shot, lets first look at what it is that may be going wrong in the first place. Most golfers are able

to produce at least reasonable results with this club from the tee, so it can be highly frustrating

when things go wrong out of the fairway.It doesn't seem like there could be that much

difference between a shot from a short tee and a shot from the fairway, but the shot played

directly off the grass is actually much more difficult. It is a mistake to take this shot for granted

because it can go wrong in a number of ways even if you don't make a terrible swing.The

following list includes a number of the potential problems you may run into when playing your

three wood directly off the fairway grass.Lack of height in your ball flight. By far, this is the most

common problem that the average golfer is going to have with this shot. If you don't hit the ball

just right at impact, you will struggle to get air under the ball and your shots will rocket toward

the target just a few feet off the ground.You can get some good distance out of this kind of shot

under the right conditions, but you will have almost no control over where the ball is going to

come to rest. To make the three wood fairway shot as useful as it can be, you need to be able

to get the ball up into the air consistently. Only when you are able to make solid contact near or

on the sweet spot will you regularly get the height you desire.Hitting the shot fat. There isn't

much room between a perfect shot and a fat shot when playing the three wood off the turf. If

you allow the clubhead to bottom out too early in the downswing, you will catch the turf prior to

the ball and the shot will be hit fat.A fat three-wood shot is not only going to fail to get very high

off the ground, but it is also going to come up well short of the target as well. Catching this shot

fat can have particularly negative consequences if there is a hazard between your ball and the

target, as you likely won't have the power on the shot to carry the ball into a safe area.This is

one of the worst misses for a three wood from the fairway, so you need to work on improving

your technique to a point where this is an unlikely outcome.Poor planning. This point doesn't



have anything at all to do with your technique. Rather, it is related to the course management

skills that you need to have in order to play and score your best. When you pull your three

wood from the bag for a shot out of the fairway, you need to make sure you are making a smart

decision. Is there another club that could be used in this situation that would have a better

chance of success?Should you be laying up rather than going for a big chunk of distance with

a fairway wood? There are certainly plenty of situations where a three wood shot from the

fairway is a smart play, but you need to be sure that is the case before you let it fly. If another

club will give you a better chance of finishing the hole successfully, don't be afraid to make a

change and hit that shot with confidence.Trying to crush the ball. Unless you use your driver

from the fairway – which is not recommended – the three wood is going to be the longest club

that you play from a fairway lie. With that in mind, you might feel like you need to swing hard to

smash the ball as far up toward the target as possible.This is especially tempting on par fives,

where you might be either going for the green in two, or trying to get close to the green to set

up a short pitch. Unfortunately, when you reach back to swing as hard as you can on this kind

of a shot, the results are not likely to be positive.Swinging extra hard at your three wood from

the fairway is going to make it difficult to achieve clean contact, so the extra effort is going to be

wasted as the shot still won't reach the target. Avoid the temptation to swing hard and instead

focus on the fundamentals you need to use to strike the ball cleanly each time. A well-struck

shot is always going to be useful, even if you don't swing as hard as you possibly can.There

are naturally plenty of other problems that can come up when playing a three wood from the

fairway, but the list above covers the most common issues. Think about the last few times you

have hit your three wood out of the short grass – did you have trouble with any of these points?

If so, continue on to the content below to look for solutions to your issues.Setting Up

ProperlyAs is the case with pretty much every other shot in the game, the set up that you use

prior to hitting a three wood from the fairway is going to be critical. If you set up correctly, it will

be relatively easy to catch the ball cleanly at the bottom of the swing, which is the entire goal of

the shot.A poor setup, however, is going to make an already difficult shot even harder to pull off

successfully. Countless amateur golfers use incorrect address positions prior to starting their

swings, and you need to take yourself out of that group if you are going to reach your goals on

the course.The three most important points for your setup prior to a three-wood shot from the

fairway are listed below.Forward ball position. This piece of the puzzle is essential. To strike this

shot properly time after time, you need to have the ball in the correct position relative to your

stance. For most golfers, that position is going to be just inside of your left heel. In fact, the

same ball position that you use for your driver should be relatively close to the position that will

wind up working out best for this three wood shot (although you may need to move the ball

back an inch or two to make it easier to reach).Many amateur golfers play the ball too far back

in the stance, which leads to a steep downswing and a number of problems at impact. Keep

the ball forward to flatten out your plane and you will be happy with the results.Flexed knees.

As was mentioned above, this is a shot that is all about finding good contact at the bottom of

the swing. To make that job easier, one of the first things you need to do is flex your knees at

address. The lower body is an important part of the ball striking equation, and it is only going to

be involved if you start with your knees flexed, and then keep them that way throughout the rest

of the swing.You don't have to be in a deep knee bend at address, but there at least needs to

be enough flex to make your lower body feel engaged and involved. When you combine flexed

knees with good posture in your upper body, you will be well prepared to strike a great

shot.Low right shoulder. For most shots that you play from the fairway, you are trying to hit

down on the ball in order to use the loft of the club to generate spin and send the ball high into



the sky. However, that is not the plan with this shot, so you need to set up accordingly.

Specifically, you need to keep your right shoulder down at address to avoid setting yourself up

for a downward hit.The right shoulder should be tucked down much like it is when you hit a

driver from the tee. This position will promote a flat swing through the hitting area, which is

ideal. If necessary, you can even turn your right-hand grip a little farther under the club at

address to facilitate the correct shoulder position – although this will not be necessary for most

players.If you can manage just these three points in your setup – a low right shoulder, flexed

knees, and a forward ball position – you will be on track for a quality strike once you make your

swing. You can practice these important points during your next trip to the driving range, or you

can even practice them at home without making swings just to get the feeling of being in a

good spot over the ball.It is always important to be in a good address position prior to getting a

swing started, so pay close attention to the points on this list to make sure you are giving

yourself the best possible chance at success.Making the SwingTo learn how to hit this shot

properly, you are eventually going to have to take some swings on the range, and then on the

course. The good news is this – now that your address position is nicely under control, you

should be able to make quality swings more often than not when playing a three wood from the

short grass.The prep work that you have done with your stance is a great start, and you now

only need to understand a few more basic points before you are ready to turn the club

loose.There are three more points listed below for you to consider. Unlike the tips from the

previous section, which dealt with the stance, these tips are going to cover things you need to

be doing during the swing itself in order to hit great shots.Low and slow in the takeaway. The

movement of the club in the takeaway tends to mirror the movement of the club when it comes

back through the hitting area later in the swing. Knowing that you want to keep the club low to

the ground going away, so it can mirror that same pattern when you approach impact later on.If

you use too much hand and/or wrist action in the takeaway, the club will get up off the turf and

you will inevitably hit down too steeply when impact rolls around. Keep your hands quiet and

use a smooth shoulder turn to move the club into position.Hold steady with the right knee. One

of the biggest keys to your ability to hit great three wood shots from the fairway is clean ball

striking, and balance is of the utmost importance when you need to hit the ball cleanly.With

that in mind, focus on the position of your right knee during the backswing to keep yourself on

balance and positioned for a great strike. If you allow the right knee to drift to the right – as is

the case for many amateur golfers when swinging the long clubs – your balance will be lost

and it will be nearly impossible to hit the ball solidly off of the turf.You might get away with this

mistake when playing from the tee, but you don't have any margin for error playing right off of

the grass. Take note of the position of your right leg at address and then do your best to hold it

steady throughout the backswing before it jumps into action going forward.Complete the

backswing. It is easy to get a bit nervous or anxious when hitting this shot, as you know that it

can go wrong if you make poor contact at the bottom. So, as you are making your backswing,

you might be tempted to cut the turn off early in order to hit the ball as fast as possible.In other

words, you might make a quick swing just so you can 'get it over with'. Of course, this is not a

method that is going to lead to good results. You need to take as much time as necessary in

your backswing to finish the turn and position your body for a quality strike moving

forward.Since your three wood is nearly as long as your driver, the swing that you make with

this club needs to be nearly as long as well. It will take some time for this swing to develop, so

be patient and be confident that it is going to work out when you finally strike the shot.Just as

with the section on the address position, there are again a collection of three points that you

need to keep in mind when it comes to the actual swinging of the club. In this case, those



points are completing your turn, holding your right knee in place, and making a low and slow

takeaway. Add those points onto the address position that you have already built and the

results should be nothing short of outstanding.Another OptionWhen talking about three wood

shots from the fairway, you think first about full swings that will send the ball a couple hundred

yards or more in the air. However, you can also use your three wood from the fairway cut of

grass when you are around the green.Chipping the ball with your three wood is surprisingly

simple, and it can be highly effective with just a bit of practice. If you sometimes struggle to

make clean contact while chipping with a wedge, consider turning to this option to improve your

consistency and give yourself more chances to get up and down.To chip with your three wood,

you are going to replicate your putting stroke as much as possible. In fact, you even want to

use your putting grip to encourage a stroke that is driven by the shoulders and arms rather

than the hands and wrists.Of course, since your three wood is longer than your driver, you will

want to stand up a bit taller at address, and you will want to play the ball slightly farther forward

in your stance. Once set up, simply brush the club back and through in order to send the ball

on its way.Playing your three wood from the fairway – whether you are facing a long shot or just

a short chip – is a great option to have in the bag. Just like any other shot, however, you need

to practice this play on the range before turning to it in an important situation on the course.

Build up your confidence during practice sessions and use the tips provided above to dial in

your technique.%Æ%Æ%ÆChapter 2:The ability to hit the ball long distances is inextricably linked to how

fast a player can move the clubhead through impact.The faster a club is traveling when striking

the ball, the greater the force will be applied and the further the ball will travel, but there is

always a balance to be struck. If golfer A swings their driver upward of 110mph they will

generally hit the ball further than golfer B who swings at 100mph. However, if both players have

their driver open to the same degree at impact, player A will find himself or herself further

offline.This balancing of power and control is something all golfers have to achieve if they want

to hit long and accurate shots. There are many ways a player can increase clubhead speed

whilst maintaining control, one such way is to alter their grip pressure.A very tight grip not only

causes tension in the hands but the wrists, arms, shoulders, and torso. This is because the golf

swing utilizes almost every muscle group in the body, all of which are connected in some way.

By relaxing the grip pressure, other joined muscle groups also relax, allowing a golfer to move

more freely and importantly for increasing clubhead speed, faster.Swoosh DrillFor an example

of how relaxing the hands can increase clubhead speed, you can practice the swoosh drill. For

the drill, you need to find a long thin stick, a golf alignment stick is perfect and is available at

most golf shops and online.Take hold of the stick with your normal golf grip and adopt a

posture position.Hold the stick as tightly as possible and begin to swing. As the thin stick

travels through the impact area it will begin to rip through the air particles and create a

'swoosh' sound.After a dozen swings with a tight grip, switch over to a very loose grip, and

repeat the process.Because of the relaxed hands, arms, shoulders, and torso you should be

able to swing the stick with more freedom and the sound of the 'swoosh' should be louder and

more piercing.Pick up your driver and transfer the light grip on to your normal club and swing,

trying to re-enact the same swoosh sound.Your clubhead speed should instantly be increased

and the ball should fly further without much of a decrease in accuracy.If you have access to

any swing speed monitoring technology then even better.Try this drill at your course or driving

range to decrease grip pressure and increase clubhead speed.How loose is too loose?There

are a few popular maxims a player can keep in mind if they are unsure of how loosely to hold

the club.Firstly, you can imagine you are holding a small, live bird such as a finch. You need to

be holding the bird with enough strength to stop it from flying away but soft enough so you



don't hurt it.Secondly, you can imagine you are holding an open tube of toothpaste. You need

to be holding the tube tightly enough so you don't let go, but lightly enough so no toothpaste

comes squirting from the end.How to Get More Club Head Speed - Grip Club LightlyEveryone

wants more clubhead speed. More clubhead swing equals more distance, and more distance is

something that every golfer can use. While there is more to playing good golf than just hitting

the ball long distances, it certainly helps to be able to smash the ball off the tee or from the

fairway.Longer drives will set up shorter approach shots, which should mean shorter birdie

putts throughout the round. It is a mistake to focus all of your effort on hitting the ball as far as

possible, but there is no doubt that additional distance can be a great advantage on the

course.Of course, finding extra clubhead speed is something that is easier said than done. You

have probably already used a variety of different techniques and methods in a quest to gain

distance, so you may be running out of options. Should you hit the gym to build muscles that

could help you rip the club faster through the hitting area?Maybe buy some new clubs that will

provide you with a few more miles per hour of ball speed? Before you take any of those steps,

you should first check on the status of your grip. That's right - something as simple and basic

as your grip can have a major impact on the speed of your swing.With very few exceptions, the

best golfers in the world use a light grip pressure while making their swings, and you should

follow that lead. Light grip pressure allows you to remain relaxed throughout the swing, from

your fingers and hands all the way up into your shoulders.Remember, you aren't trying to

overpower the golf ball - you are simply trying to make a fast swing in order to transfer as much

energy from the club into the ball as possible. Many golfers tense up during the swing as they

try to force the ball down the fairway. That method is never going to work.Speed is only going

to be developed in your swing when you give your arms and shoulders the freedom they need

to whip through the hitting area. To make sure your arms can swing freely, you first need to

make sure you are using a light grip pressure.Teaching someone to use light grip pressure is

tricky because it is such an individual feeling from player to player. You can't be told exactly

how tightly to squeeze the handle of the club - rather, you have to discover the perfect grip

pressure for your game through trial and error.Obviously, you have to hold onto the club tight

enough to maintain control throughout the swing. You can't allow the club to go flying out of

your hands, so always make sure you have total control before hitting any shot. In the end, the

ideal grip pressure is going to be the lightest one you can use while still maintaining a firm grip

on the club from takeaway all the way through to the finish.All of the instruction below is based

on a right-handed golfer. If you happen to play left-handed, please be sure to reverse the

directions as necessary.Getting Started with a Light GripBefore you head to the driving range

to try using a lighter grip, there are some preparations that need to be in place from an

equipment perspective. While good equipment is never going to hit the shots for you, it is

important to have your gear set up correctly for the swings you are trying to make. Golf is hard

enough on its own, so you don't want to be fighting against your clubs as well as the golf

course.To make sure you are ready to work on using light grip pressure, check on the three

points below.Good grips. The grips on your clubs need to be in good condition and recently

cleaned prior to working on your new, lighter grip pressure. If you have old grips on your clubs,

they may have gotten rather firm and slick over the years. It is extremely difficult - if not

impossible - to use a light grip when the grips on your clubs are in poor condition.Cleaning your

grips using a damp, soapy cloth can help give them some new life, but you may need to simply

replace them if they are several years old or have seen extensive use. Caring for your grips is

like changing the oil in your car - it is a chore that has to be done if you want to experience the

best possible performance.New golf glove. Of course, you don't need to buy a new golf glove



before each round that you play. However, when you are first using how to play with a light grip

pressure, it is a good idea to have a new glove on your hand.A new glove, when combined with

good grips, will give you great control over the club throughout the swing. Specifically, it will

help to lock your left hand into place. When you do use a new golf glove, you might be

surprised to find how much traction it can provide you without having to squeeze tightly around

the handle. To keep your golf glove in good condition for as long as possible, be sure to take it

off between every shot that you hit on the course.If you leave the glove on your hand all day, it

will soak up all of the sweat that your hand produces, and that moisture will prematurely wear

out the glove. When kept as dry as possible, a quality golf glove should last you several rounds

before it needs to be retired.Tape any blisters. Do you develop any blisters on your hands when

you play golf? Blisters are a common problem for golfers, especially for those who don't play

often enough to have the skin on their hands thicken up in the affected areas. If you do have

trouble with blisters, be sure to tape up the spots that tend to blister before you start hitting

balls.Just a quick wrap of athletic tape around the finger or fingers that usually have problems

should do the job nicely. By protecting your hands from blisters, you should be free to use a

light grip pressure without any pain or discomfort.You don't have to invest thousands of dollars

in your equipment to get started with a light grip, but you do need to make sure your gear is in

good condition. A new golf glove will only cost you around $10 - $15, and grips are usually a

few dollars each. Invest a small amount of money in your equipment up front and you will have

a much better chance of success when trying to add swing speed through lighter grip

pressure.Keys to Building a Great GripWhile it is true that you want to use a light grip pressure

during your swing, more important than that is simply building a great grip all the way around.

Your grip needs to be technically sound to allow you to make quality swings time after time.If

there is a flaw in your grip, it will quickly show itself out on the course. Ideally, your grip will stay

'out of the way' so that the rest of your technique can get down to the business of hitting good

golf shots.The list below contains some of the most important fundamentals to consider when

forming your grip. If you can follow the 'rules' below, your grip should be in excellent shape.Grip

the club in your fingers. Your grip should hold the club in your fingers, not in your palms. This is

a point that many amateur golfers get wrong. When you place the club into your hands, you

should see it running along the base of the fingers on both hands.If the club is in your palms

instead of your fingers, you will 'lock up' your wrists and you won't be able to create any speed

at the bottom of the swing. You might feel like you have more control over the club this way, but

all you are doing is limiting your ability to swing fast. Place the club in your fingers and then

wrap those fingers around the back of the grip. Before moving on to any other details related to

your grip, make sure you have this point mastered.Hands working together. Your hands should

form a team when they grab onto the handle of the club. Rather than working against each

other during the swing, your right and left hands should be teaming up to swing the club

properly. To get them on the same page, make sure your palms are facing each other when

you put your hands on the grip.The easiest way to do this is to first grab the club with your left

hand, and then add you’re right hand once the left is in place. As long as the palms of your two

hands are facing each other while you hold the club, you can be sure that they will work

together nicely.Keep your hands connected. There are a variety of different grip styles that you

can use to hold the club, with the two most popular being the interlock and the overlap. The

specific grip style you choose to use is up to you as most of them can be successful when

used correctly. However, no matter what style you pick, it is important that you make sure to

keep your hands connected during the swing.As a general rule of thumb, players with smaller

hands will have more success with an interlocking grip, while the overlapping style is better for



players with big hands. Feel free to experiment with different options on the driving range until

you settle on the one that feels comfortable to you.A big part of using light grip pressure is

simply preparing yourself correctly before making any swings. The previous two sections have

highlighted this point - if you have quality gear that is in good condition, and you are making a

fundamentally-sound grip on the club, you should be able to keep your grip pressure light.Start

SmallIt might be tempting to head to the driving range with your driver in hand as you learn

how to hit shots with light grip pressure. After all, the goal is to add clubhead speed, so why not

swing the longest and most-powerful club in the bag, right? Not so fast. Most likely, if you start

out with your driver, you are going to find the results to be frustrating and disappointing.

Instead, you are going to want to start out small and work your way up to the long clubs over a

period of time.How small should you start? Try starting with the smallest swings that you make

on the golf course - chip shots. For your first light grip practice session, head to the chipping

area of your local practice range and take out your favorite wedge.You won't really run the risk

of losing control of the club when hitting short chip shots, so this is a great way to introduce

yourself to light grip pressure. Drop a few balls near the side of the green and chip to the

nearest hole. Prior to each chip, focus on relaxing your hands and keeping the tension out of

your forearms and shoulders.Everything should feel comfortable and free-flowing at this point.

You might not feel right using a lighter grip pressure than normal but stick with it until you start

to feel how cleanly the club can move through the ball using this method.After just a short

period of time, you should find that your chip shots begin to come off of your wedge perfectly.

Once your performance on the short shots starts to improve, you can gradually move back to a

longer distance.
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